
If you are positive you will see, opportunities instead of obstacles. 
Life is filled with highs and lows,  happiness and struggles that will test your resilience and integrity, push you to         
overcome challenges, and leave you with lessons that will make you even stronger on your way up.  Everybody ought to 
have rare inspiration to push ahead in their  life . 
Life has a special kind of meaning to those who think bigger than themselves and it all starts with your thoughts. When 
you change your thoughts, you transform the quality of your life. We have to face many obstacles in our way of life. 
Solving those problems and stepping forward is the lesson of life and being positive helps people go on. 
A positive mindset brings positive things.   

 

Ms. Sumita Ganguly 

Editor-In-Chief 

From the editor’s desk 

Reader’s Club Activity  
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Books are the plane, the train, and the road. They are the destination and the journey. They are 
HOME. 
Readers club inspires creativity and fosters camaraderie among students and encourages them to 
think critically about what they read in a non-academic and non-competitive environment. 
 The members and facilitators of this club as a team have strived to organize various activities to 
instil a love of reading and  generate excitement for books. 
The following activities were held for classes 1 to 12under the flagship of Reader's Club: 
Sharing Book Review  
Story pot 
Bulletin Board Making Competition on themes like: The Plot Patrol, Navigators, Story Tellers,    
Literacy Legends 
The  Reader’s Club aims to provide a frown for book lovers to talk about the books they have read 
and to help readers to indulge in their hobby of reading by meeting likeminded       individual, by 
introducing them to new genres and by exposing them to other reading               opportunities. 
It is truly said that books leave us with many experiences; we will several lives while reading.     
Everyone knows that reading expands your horizons and book clubs help to do this at an even 
greater level, with the in-depth discussions and assimilations of different viewpoints all contributing 
to increase your knowledge and appreciation of the world around you. 
With these objectives, the Reader’s Club successfully organized all the activities with added fun and 
excitement to the learning of 21st century students. 
‘BOOKS ARE UNIQUELY PORTABLE MAGIC.’ 
   

 

 

 



Greatest gift you can give your family and the world is a healthy you…’ 
The raising awareness about physical health and mental wellbeing the fun-filled activity Magically 
Strong was conducted in Sir Padampat Singhania School. The activity aimed was to teach our 
little ones the importance of a healthy lifestyle through various engaging activities. The children 
participated enthusiastically and learned valuable   lessons about nutrition, exercise, and overall 
well-being. 
Creativity knows no bounds at our kindergarten, and Healthy Day was no exception. The children 
engaged in different art activities related to health and wellness. They painted colorful fruits and 
vegetables, made colorful fruit baskets, crafted unique exercise-themed collages, and even      
designed their healthy meal plates using cut-out pictures. These creative endeavors fostered their 
imagination and reinforced the concepts of healthy living in a visually appealing manner. Children 
express their understanding of nutritious food choices through the medium of poetry. The objective 
was to raise   awareness about the benefits of consuming healthy food and to encourage the    
children to make nutritious choices for their well. 

 

Magically Strong Activity  

Science Model Competition  

Every brilliant experiment, like every great work of art, starts with 
an act of imagination... 
The Annual Science Model Competition was held for classes III to V 
on 25July,2023 and for classes VI to XII on 26 July 2023 with a lot of 
enthusiasm and fanfare. Lot of students came up with innovative 
and Out-Of-The-Box ideas that can be worked in the future. The 
Working models like Bio fertilizers, Suicide Prevention,             
Chandrayan, Human heart etc and Non-Working Models like  
Female  Menstrual Cycle, Vertebral column, Plastic Road etc were          
presented, demonstrated very effectively by students. The models 
were displayed for all students to understand and get motivated. 
It was a great learning experience for the students and enhanced 
scientific temperament. 
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"Life isn't about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself."—George Bernard Shaw 

Dear Readers, 

Greetings!! 

Personal growth is the process of an individual becoming aware of the 'self' in its entirety, followed by taking steps to address the behaviour, 
attitudes, values, actions and habits that they wish to change. 

It's important to remember that personal growth is a skill that often requires knowledge. We at Singhania, stay committed to teaching, guide 
and develop the young minds into responsible citizen- 
BECOME BETTER EVERY DAY!! 
We at Singhania teach our students to be more observant. Notice everything that surrounds them. The world is full of examples, ideas, words, 
wisdom, mistakes and experiences. 
You need to collect ideas. Try to capture them before it is too late. Write down or sketch every single one. Read. Read a lot. Reading is     
probably the best investment of time ever.  Analyze your day. Before going to bed, spend 10 minutes analyzing your day. Consider what 
things you managed to do well and what mistakes you made. Start writing. A good writing skill cultivates discipline. Initially, it may be    ran-
dom and chaotic; gradually it will become systematic and structured instead. 

I wish and pray that all our energetic, hopeful, fearless, smart, and determined students, the future of our country make the impossible      
possible. 

Best and warm wishes!! 

Mrs Surekha Nigam 

Coordinator, Class Xi and XII Humanities 



Sanskrit Shlok Gayan Pratiyogita  
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The Sanskrit Shloka singing competition was organized for students of classes 6, 7 
and 8 on 31 July 2023 at Sir Padampat Singhania School, Kota. The purpose of 
which was to connect students with love and mythological Vedic culture towards 
the Sanskrit language. In which the participants of all classes participated and 
presented their shloka with proper     pronunciation and complete energy. The 
members of the jury selected the participants with full devotion and the program 
was concluded in the entire cordial traditional    atmosphere.  

 

                           Proud Moment 

 

"If you want to shine like a Sun, first you have to burn like a Sun." 

Congratulations to our meritorious alumnus Ashutosh Mittal for emerging as the City Topper (Kota) in CA Intermediate Exam-

Padmaksh Khandelwal of Grade XII has lit up the flame of fame by his astounding feat at the International platform by 
being selected among Top 50 students of the world and one of the final five students from India to receive a     scholarship of 
₹82 lacs by Chegg. Organisation.Krishna Meena, a student of Class XII (Batch 2022-23) has qualified the prestigious 

Rajasthan Youth Festival by Rajasthan Youth Board (Youth Affairs and Sports Department, Rajasthan) 
The JDB Girls College was organized on 27/7/23 at the block level. Under this many competitions were organized. The drama 
team of Padmapat Singhania School secured first place in 'One Act Play'. Staged a drama based on the life of freedom   
fighters, 'Sapne Ka Bharat'. Zaid Ali Bharti, a student of class XI of the school, presented a small thought based on the raga 
malason in classical singing and won the hearts of the audience by playing classical raga under the harmonium and secured 
first place in both categories. Shubhi Vaya, a student of class X, finished first in the poster- making competition. Kathak dance 
competition was also organized, in which Sanvi Khandelwal, a student of class X, performed his outstanding performance by 
participating in classical dance (Tarana).   

Krishna Meena, a student of Class XII (Batch 2022-23) has qualified the prestigious Indian Institutes of Science Education and 
Research Examination-2023 with All India Rank 145.  

Arpan Singh Kanawat won Bronze Medal in the National Karate Championship 

Divyanshi Choudhary won Gold Medal in 17th State Level Wushu Championship 

Aanya Bhatnagar won Gold Medal State Level Taekwondo Championship 

Danika Jain Won Silver Medal and selected for National level in Rising Star Online Art Exhibition and Competition         
Organized By Manikarnika Art Gallery 
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